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brick infinity is an adaptation of the breakout arcade game

where anyone can earn bricks (the native token) through

gameplay. 

the aim of the game is simple : use a paddle to bounce the ball

back and forth, clearing bricks and progress through the

levels.



The player will need 100 brick tokens to enter the game. The

player must clear bricks in each level collecting golden

bricks, and progress through the levels. The player gets five

chances to complete the level in each gameplay session.

Brick infinity features ten levels with an increasing level of

difficulty. The total number of golden bricks available at each

level is proportionate to the difficulty level.

Levels 1, 2 & 3 - 1000  golden BRICKS per level

levels 4, 5 & 6 - 2000 golden bricks per level

levels 7, 8 & 9 - 3000 golden bricks per level

Level 10 - 5000 golden Bricks 

game play



daily & Monthly LEADERBOARD

Each golden brick the player collects will contribute towards

their daily & monthly leaderboard score. The top 100 players in

the leaderboard will share the brick token rewards allocated

for daily and monthly rewards pools. 

Daily leaderboard scores will be reset every 24 hours, whereas

the monthly leaderboard scores will be reset every month to

provide a fair opportunity for all the players.

HALL OF FAME 

The player with the highest monthly score will be recognised

and awarded by engraving their achievement permanently on the

hall of fame.

 

 

REWARDS &
Leaderboard



brick is the native token of the brick infinity ecosystem. the

brick tokens collected from each player during gameplay are

redistributed into the game rewards wallet to maintain the

game ecosystem.

token utility

5% tax from each transaction is allocated for the ongoing

marketing of the brick infinity game. the ongoing marketing is

focused to generate awareness and interest from wider

communities for the mass adoption.



 

total supply : 1,000,000,000

 

 

token distribution

 

40 % 

PUBLIC SALE

 
 

30 % GAME 

rewards

 

20% STAKING  

REWARDS

10% DEVELOPMENT

& Marketing

 

NOTE: all tokens related to game rewards, staking rewards and

development & marketing are locked and are vested over the years to

ensure the smooth operation of the brick infinity ECOSYSTEM.

 



roadmap

Q1 2023

Concept Design
Team Building
Game Development
Audit & KYC
Website Launch
Marketing Launch

Q2 2023

Community Building &
Marketing
Listings on major crypto
platforms (CMC, CG etc.)
Staking
IOS and Android App Launch
Leaderboard & HALL OF FAME

Q3 2023

Community Building &
Marketing
Commence Tier 1 Audit
Launch Additional
themes and levels
Build Partnerships
Collaborate with
other market players.

Q4 2023

Community Building &
Marketing
CEX Listings
Launch Additional themes
and levels
Build Partnerships
Commence 3D game
development.
Collaborate with
metaverse projects (SAND,
BLOKTOPA etc.)



TEAM

brick infinity team is committed for the long term growth and

development of the brick infinity ecosystem.

community is the centre of everything we develop at the brick

infinity. we aim to provide an unmatched opportunity for our

players and the community through various inbuilt rewards

system and commitment to ongoing brick infinity ecosystem

development.



disclaimer

The main purpose of this Litepaper is to inform potential token

holders with project information and does not in any way intend

to create or put into implicit effect any elements of a

contractual relationship or an obligation to purchase the

tokens. The information provided in this document is based on

the best available knowledge at the time of preparation of the

document and is subject to change in the future.

This Litepaper does not describe an offer of securities. The

documents and written materials provided is

NOT an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell securities or

engage in any kind of financial services. 


